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From Hiroshima and Nagasaki to Fukushima 1
Long-term eﬀects of radiation exposure on health
Kenji Kamiya, Kotaro Ozasa, Suminori Akiba, Ohstura Niwa, Kazunori Kodama, Noboru Takamura, Elena K Zaharieva, Yuko Kimura,
Richard Wakeford

Late-onset eﬀects of exposure to ionising radiation on the human body have been identiﬁed by long-term, largescale epidemiological studies. The cohort study of Japanese survivors of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki (the Life Span Study) is thought to be the most reliable source of information about these health eﬀects
because of the size of the cohort, the exposure of a general population of both sexes and all ages, and the wide
range of individually assessed doses. For this reason, the Life Span Study has become fundamental to risk
assessment in the radiation protection system of the International Commission on Radiological Protection and
other authorities. Radiation exposure increases the risk of cancer throughout life, so continued follow-up of
survivors is essential. Overall, survivors have a clear radiation-related excess risk of cancer, and people exposed as
children have a higher risk of radiation-induced cancer than those exposed at older ages. At high doses, and
possibly at low doses, radiation might increase the risk of cardiovascular disease and some other non-cancer
diseases. Hereditary eﬀects in the children of atomic bomb survivors have not been detected. The dose–response
relation for cancer at low doses is assumed, for purposes of radiological protection, to be linear without a threshold,
but has not been shown deﬁnitively. This outstanding issue is not only a problem when dealing appropriately with
potential health eﬀects of nuclear accidents, such as at Fukushima and Chernobyl, but is of growing concern in
occupational and medical exposure. Therefore, the appropriate dose–response relation for eﬀects of low doses of
radiation needs to be established.

Introduction
Adverse health eﬀects of exposure to ionising radiation
were identiﬁed soon after the discovery of x-rays in 1895.
Epilation was reported as early as 1896, and skin burns
were described soon after.1,2 With the invention of
high-voltage x-ray tubes in around 1930, and their
implementation in medical procedures, substantial
amounts of radiation started to penetrate tissues deep in
the body, such as bone marrow. Injuries to highly
exposed tissues, known as tissue reactions, are classiﬁed
as deterministic eﬀects because they will always occur
Search strategy and selection criteria
Results of studies of Japanese atomic bomb survivors and
their children, based on well deﬁned cohorts with
satisfactorily validated individual radiation doses, have been
done by the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission (ABCC) and
Radiation Eﬀects Research Foundation (RERF), so we used
representative articles reporting ﬁndings of these studies
published in peer-reviewed international journals, or
monographs or ABCC and RERF reports when appropriate
papers were not available.
For studies of Chernobyl, we searched PubMed, CiNii,
Medline, and Google Scholar with the keywords “Chernobyl
disaster, thyroid cancer”, “Chernobyl nuclear accident, health
risk”, and “Chernobyl accident, psychological consequences”.
We selected papers published in peer-reviewed international
journals, and used some authoritative reviews of the
literature published by the UN Scientiﬁc Committee on the
Eﬀects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) and WHO.
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once a particular threshold dose has been exceeded
(panel 1)—for example, an acute dose of 0·5 Gy to the
bone marrow will lead to symptomatic depression of
haemopoiesis (panel 2). Tissue reactions are caused
by cell death and increase in severity as radiation dose
increases.3 However, in 1928, x-rays were shown to
induce germline mutations in drosophila, the frequency
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Key messages
• Exposure to ionising radiation increases risk of cancer throughout the lifespan, so
study of exposed individuals for an extended period of time is necessary; one such
study is that of the Japanese atomic bomb survivors (the Life Span Study)
• Survivors have a dose–response relation that is linear for solid cancer, but that is still
unclear at low doses; survivors who were children when exposed have a higher risk of
cancer than those exposed at older ages; risk of cardiovascular diseases and some
other non-cancer diseases is increased at higher doses
• In children exposed to high doses of atomic bomb radiation in the womb,
development of the central nervous system and stature were aﬀected, and the risk of
cancer increased with maternal dose
• Risks of hereditary malformations, cancer, or other diseases in children of atomic
bomb survivors did not increase detectably with paternal or maternal dose, based on
follow-up so far; atomic bomb survivors exposed to high doses of radiation tend to
show deterioration of the immune system similar to that observed with ageing, and
many survivors exposed to high doses of radiation have minor inﬂammatory reactions
• Increased incidence of thyroid cancer several years after Chernobyl was reported in
children who received high thyroid doses owing to internal exposure to radioactive
iodine; results of Chernobyl studies additionally show substantial psychological eﬀects
• Cancer risk increases after exposure to moderate and high doses of radiation (more
than 0·1–0·2 Gy); however, whether cancer risk is increased by acute low doses (0·1 Gy
or lower) or low dose rates is unclear
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Panel 1: Deterministic eﬀects, stochastic eﬀects, and risk
Deterministic eﬀects
Deterministic eﬀects result from radiation-induced cell death,
which, when it occurs at a high enough rate, can impair the
integrity, and compromise the function, of organs and
tissues. A threshold dose is needed for damage to become
clinically observable, and the extent of damage depends on
the absorbed dose, dose rate, and radiation quality. Thus, the
severity of the eﬀect increases with increasing absorbed
dose.3 Early tissue reactions include gastrointestinal
symptoms (eg, haemorrhagic diarrhoea), bone marrow
failure (eg, anaemia and leucocytopenia), skin disturbance
(eg, erythema and epilation), and various other symptoms.
Among late tissue reactions are cataracts, cardiovascular
disorders, and necrosis.
Stochastic eﬀects
Exposure to ionising radiation, even at low doses, can cause
damage to the genetic material in cells, which might result in
radiation-induced cancer years later, or in heritable disease in
the descendants of the exposed individual, and possibly to
some developmental eﬀects under speciﬁc conditions. These
eﬀects are known as stochastic eﬀects. For both radiationinduced cancer and heritable disease, the probability of the
occurrence of the eﬀect—but not severity—depends on the
dose. The risk of stochastic eﬀects increases with dose, with
no threshold.3
Excess relative risk and excess absolute risk
Excess relative risk or rate (ERR) is an indicator of the
proportional increase in risk or rate over background—eg,
ERR of 0·5 means a 50% increase in risk or rate over the
background risk or rate. Excess absolute risk or rate (EAR) is
the additional risk or rate above the background risk or rate
that exists in the absence of the speciﬁc exposure under
consideration.

of which increased linearly with radiation dose to the
gonads. This discovery led to the deﬁnition of stochastic
eﬀects of radiation and formed the foundation for the
linear no-threshold (LNT) model.4 Stochastic eﬀects
arise as a result of mutations, and mutations are thought
to be induced proportionally to the extent of DNA
damage, which is related to radiation dose. In addition
to hereditary eﬀects, which originate in germline
mutations, cancer is classiﬁed as a stochastic eﬀect
since it originates in somatic mutations.5 The
probability—but not the severity—of stochastic eﬀects
increases with radiation dose.
70 years ago, on Aug 6, 1945, for the ﬁrst time in
human history, an atomic bomb was dropped on the
Japanese city of Hiroshima; another was dropped on
Nagasaki 3 days later. The atomic bomb used at
Hiroshima was a uranium-235 device, whereas the
bomb at Nagasaki was a plutonium-239 device. The
explosions generated shock waves, thermal energy, and
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ionising radiation. According to local authorities,
roughly 140 000 people died in Hiroshima and 74 000 died
in Nagasaki.6,7 In addition to injuries produced by the
blast and heat from the bombs, high doses of radiation
caused acute deterministic eﬀects, including death from
severe gastrointestinal and bone marrow damage and
non-fatal symptoms such as epilation. Survivors of the
bombings have had delayed health outcomes owing to
late-onset deterministic and stochastic eﬀects of
radiation.
Humanity has experienced these atomic bombs and
other nuclear disasters as an example of the negative side
of the progress of science and technology. The most
recent example—the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant accident—occurred in March, 2011.
Health eﬀects of large-scale nuclear disasters persist
for many years, so long-term epidemiological studies are
needed to reliably show any cause-and-eﬀect relation
between irradiation and eﬀects on health. We focus
mainly on late-onset health eﬀects of the largest nuclear
disasters in history—the atomic bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki and the Chernobyl nuclear power plant
accident (Ukraine [then USSR], 1986).
Systematic epidemiological study of the Japanese
atomic bomb survivors started in 1950 with establishment
of the Life Span Study (LSS), which has made a
substantial contribution to understanding of radiation
eﬀects on human health.8,9 This contribution was made
possible by the size of the cohort, length of observation
period, accurate dose assessment, wide dose range,
inclusion of all people without selection, individual
follow-up, and the power of sophisticated statistical
analysis. The information generated by the LSS has
provided a reliable foundation for assessment of
radiation risks by internationally recognised authorities
such as the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP).3
In addition to damage to physical health, atomic bomb
survivors had psychological disorders such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and anxiety symptoms
caused by concerns about their health and experiences
not only of losing family members and collapse of the
community, but also of social discrimination in marriage
and employment.10–13
In 1957, the Japanese Government started to provide
support to atomic bomb survivors with establishment of
the A-bomb Survivors Medical Care Law, which is
designed to develop health management, medical care,
and welfare of survivors.14 Under this law, people certiﬁed
as atomic bomb survivors (“hibakusha”) were issued an
A-bomb Survivor Health Book enabling them to receive
medical care and ﬁnancial support. In 1994, by integration
of previous laws and ordinances, the Atomic Bomb
Survivors’ Support Law was established to implement
comprehensive support measures for survivors.14 In
March, 2014, 192 719 atomic bomb survivors lived in
Japan, and 4440 were living abroad.14
www.thelancet.com Vol 386 August 1, 2015
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Panel 2: Radiation terms
Various concepts, terms, and their associated quantitative
units are speciﬁc to radiation science. The becquerel (Bq) is the
SI unit of radioactivity and is deﬁned as the number of
radioactive transformations per second. When used to
measure activity in soil, food, and water, it is typically
expressed as Bq/kg or Bq/m³.
Diﬀerent types of radiation emitted during radioactive
disintegration, such as α-particles, β-particles, and gamma rays,
deposit energy on their passage through matter. The basic
quantity used for scientiﬁc purposes is the absorbed dose,
which is the amount of energy deposited by radiation in a unit
mass of matter. The SI unit of absorbed dose is the gray (Gy),
which equals 1 joule of energy absorbed by one kilogram of
matter (J/kg).
The extent of biological damage done by radiation at the
cellular level depends on ionisation density of the type of
radiation, with more densely ionising radiation (such as
α-particles) causing more damage per unit absorbed dose than
sparsely ionising radiation (such as gamma rays). For
radiological protection, the International Commission on
Radiological Protection has deﬁned two dose concepts: the
equivalent dose and the eﬀective dose, for which the SI unit is
the sievert (Sv). These doses are weighted absorbed doses, and
are used within the system of radiological protection to

Scientiﬁc knowledge obtained from epidemiological
studies of atomic bomb survivors forms the basis
of these laws, and so has an important role in
enhancement of heath management, medical care, and
welfare of survivors. Experience gained from the LSS
and from medical care of atomic bomb survivors
contributed to establishment of the Fukushima Health
Management Survey and the medical care of local
residents after the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant accident in 2011.15
After Chernobyl, dose assessment was extremely
diﬃcult since information was not disclosed immediately
and exposure conditions were complicated by the
combination of external and internal exposures by
various routes. Health eﬀects of internal exposure to
radioactive iodine and caesium became a major concern,
and a high incidence of thyroid cancer among children
with high intakes of radioactive iodine was reported.16 In
terms of internal exposure to radioactive materials
released into the environment, Chernobyl diﬀers
substantially from Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where the
exposure was predominantly to external radiation from
explosion of the bombs. In both cases long-term health
studies are needed to assess the resultant risks. After
Chernobyl, as with the atomic bombings, the eﬀect of
psychological and social factors is important,17 and these
problems need to be addressed with great care in the
aftermath of Fukushima.
www.thelancet.com Vol 386 August 1, 2015

broadly account for the extent of microscopic damage in
diﬀerent organs and tissues relevant to the
detriment-weighted risk of stochastic health eﬀects caused by
low-level radiation exposure.
The equivalent dose is the sum of the absorbed doses to an
organ or tissue, each multiplied by the radiation weighting
factor for the type of radiation, showing the
detriment-weighted risk of stochastic eﬀects resulting from
low-level exposure to that radiation. The value for the radiation
weighting factor is deﬁned as 1 for gamma rays and other
sparsely ionising radiation, whereas for densely ionising
radiation with high biological eﬀectiveness, the factor is more
than 1, and for α-particles, the weighting factor is 20.
The eﬀective dose is the sum of equivalent doses to various
organs or tissues, each multiplied by the tissue weighting factor
for the speciﬁc tissue or organ. The tissue weighting factor
accounts for diﬀerent sensitivities of tissues to
radiation-induced stochastic eﬀects resulting from low-level
exposure to radiation. The eﬀective dose is the radiological
protection quantity showing the detriment-weighted risk of
stochastic health eﬀects posed by a uniform whole-body low
dose of reference gamma radiation. We summarise the main
units used to quantify radiation doses in the table.3

SI unit

Deﬁnition

Absorbed
dose

Gy (gray)

Energy deposited in a unit mass of matter
(J/kg)

Equivalent
dose*

Sv (sievert)

Absorbed dose multiplied by radiation
weighting factor for the biological
eﬀectiveness of radiation type

Eﬀective
dose*

Sv (sievert)

Sum of equivalent doses, each multiplied by
the tissue weighting factor for the
sensitivity of diﬀerent tissues to
radiation-induced stochastic eﬀects

*Used only for purposes of radiological protection in the context of the risk of
stochastic eﬀects resulting from low-level exposure to radiation. When
radioactive materials enter the body through inhalation, ingestion, or wounds,
radionuclides accumulate in organs or tissues, and reside in the body for
characteristic periods of time, during which they irradiate tissues internally. The
equivalent or eﬀective dose that will be received prospectively for a deﬁned
period of time from internal accumulation of radioactive material is the
committed dose.

Table: Dose quantity

Health eﬀects of radiation from atomic bombs
Assessment of radiation exposure
Radiation from atomic bombs is classiﬁed into two
types: initial radiation emitted directly from explosions
and from short-lived radionuclides in rising ﬁreballs,
which was composed mainly of gamma rays and
neutrons; and residual radiation emitted from neutroninduced radionuclides in environmental materials and
from radioactive fall-out containing radionuclides,
471
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generated mainly as products of nuclear ﬁssion during
explosions. Doses to exposed individuals were aﬀected
by the physical properties of the explosions, distance
from explosion centre, shielding by buildings, and
personal characteristics such as body size, posture, and
orientation. The free-in-air dose of radiation, weighted
by the relative biological eﬀectiveness of the neutron
component (ie, neutron dose × 10 + gamma ray dose) at a
distance of 1 km at ground level from the hypocentre
was estimated to be 7 Gy in Hiroshima and 10 Gy in
Nagasaki. At a distance of 2·5 km from the hypocentre,
this dose decreased to 13 mGy in Hiroshima and 23 mGy
in Nagasaki.18

Construction of cohorts
After investigations of somatic and hereditary eﬀects of
radiation in the atomic bomb survivors and their
oﬀspring during the 1940s, the Atomic Bomb Casualty
Commission (ABCC) constructed some ﬁxed cohorts
that could be followed up for a prolonged period of
time.8,9 The LSS cohort is representative of the general
population of atomic bomb survivors since participants
were randomly selected from respondents to the National
Census of Japan, 1950. This study was the ﬁrst well
organised large-scale epidemiological study of atomic
bomb survivors in Japan, and initially consisted of about
94 000 people who had been within 10 km of the
hypocentres, and another 26 000 people who had not
been in either city at the time of the bombings as a
control group.8,9 Of the 94 000 survivors, around
86 500 (92%) have had doses successfully estimated. Of
these, 2400 (2·8%) had an assessed weighted colon dose
of 1 Gy or more, and about 68 500 (79%) had a dose of less

Panel 3: Radiation exposure in children

See Online for appendix
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On the basis of results from various epidemiological
studies, including the Life Span Study (LSS), the UN
Scientiﬁc Committee on the Eﬀects of Atomic Radiation
(UNSCEAR) concluded that children are generally more
sensitive than adults to radiation for 25% of cancer types,
including leukaemia and cancers of the thyroid, skin, breast,
and brain.30 Results of studies suggest that children who
undergo several CT examinations (which involve
high-dose-rate, but low-dose x-ray exposure) are at
increased risk of leukaemia and solid cancers,31,32 although
interpretation of these studies has some problems.30,33
Exposure in utero to low doses at high dose rates can
increase risks of leukaemia and solid cancers in
childhood.34–36 For chronic low-dose-rate exposure, initial
results of a large British study37 suggest an excess childhood
leukaemia risk associated with natural background gamma
radiation exposure in children at a level compatible with
models based on the Life Span Study data. However, further
studies are necessary to conﬁrm this ﬁnding. Background
radiation is discussed in the appendix.

than 100 mGy, with around 48 000 (55%) non-trivially
exposed (doses >5 mGy).18 Tissue-speciﬁc doses have
been assessed three times, with enlarged databases and
increasingly sophisticated analyses. In 1958, 24 000 people
from the LSS were invited to a biennial health
examination programme, the Adult Health Study, at
ABCC centres in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.19 Participants
have been followed up, with diagnoses carefully updated
at every health check. LSS participants have been
followed up for longer than any other cohort in
radioepidemiological studies, which, in addition to
detailed dose estimation and diagnosis, conﬁrms that the
LSS is the most reliable source of information about
health eﬀects of radiation exposure. However, the LSS
has some inevitable limitations since its inception was
5 years after the bombings and information about solid
cancer incidence has only been recorded since 1958.
Additionally, studies of psychosocial aspects of the
bombings were very limited. Although the time lag of
observation might lead to selection bias, and bomb-related
injuries not caused by radiation might increase mortality
risks,20,21 the results of the LSS are accepted by epidemiologists worldwide.22,23
People exposed in utero to atomic bomb radiation
were identiﬁed during the 1940s and 1950s, and
about 3600 people were retrospectively selected for
epidemiological studies and have been followed up since
1945; 1000 people have been invited to participate in the
health examination programme, which began in 1978.
Children born in 1946–84 with atomic bomb survivors as
one or both parents were selected to form the F1 cohort,
and about 77 000 of these people have been followed up.
A health examination programme for the F1 cohort
started in 2002, when the likelihood of cancer and other
diseases was thought to be increasing owing to ageing,
and about 12 000 people are participating. The research
was taken over from ABCC by the Radiation Eﬀects
Research Foundation after its creation in 1975.19
Hiroshima University, Nagasaki University, and other
research organisations have formed their own cohorts
and undertake their own studies of the health eﬀects of
atomic bombs.

Malignancies in the LSS
Excess cases of leukaemia associated with close
proximity to the hypocentres began to be reported about
3 years after the bombings, and the excess relative risk
(ERR; the proportional increase of risk) peaked 6–8 years
after exposure.24,25 Among children aged around 10 years
at exposure, the ERR for leukaemia at 1 Gy peaked at
about 70 and then rapidly decreased with increasing
time since exposure to an ERR of 1–3.25 Among those
exposed aged 30 years or older, the ERR was increased
by only around a factor of 2 during the whole period
since the bombings. The dose–response relation for the
ERR of acute myeloid leukaemia was non-linear, with
the slope increasing with increasing dose, whereas the
www.thelancet.com Vol 386 August 1, 2015
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dose–response was mostly linear for acute lymphoid and
chronic myeloid leukaemia. For all forms of leukaemia
for both sexes and all ages, the ERR was 3–5 at a dose of
1 Gy to the red bone marrow.25,26 Risk of myelodysplastic
syndrome likewise increased, and showed a linear dose–
response relation.27
Increased risks of solid cancers have been reported
since about 10 years after the bombings and continue at
present.19,28,29 The ERR of all solid cancers combined
increased linearly with radiation dose, about 40–50% per
Gy for both mortality and incidence for the sex-averaged
risk at an attained age of 70 years after exposure at age
30 years.28,29 The ERR was higher in those exposed in
childhood (about 15–30% per 10 years), suggesting that
children have a generally higher sensitivity to radiationinduced cancer than do adults (panel 3).30–37 ERR
decreased with attained age, but the excess absolute risk
(EAR) of cancer increased, which is due to the increased
background rate of cancer with older age.28,29 The
increased risk becomes statistically signiﬁcant at a dose
of 0·1–0·2 Gy, and the modelled dose–response relation
(ﬁgure 1) suggests that the threshold is around 0, with an
upper limit (95% CI) of about 0·15 Gy.28 The risk of
radiation-induced cancer at high doses (1 Gy or higher) is
statistically signiﬁcant, whereas at low doses (<100 mGy),
the risk is uncertain. The eﬀect of radiation is much
smaller at low doses, leading to increased relative eﬀects
of statistical ﬂuctuations and other risk factors and
reducing statistical power.
The radiation-related risk of cancer varies between
organs and tissues: the risks of cancer of the bladder,
female breast, lung, brain, thyroid, colon, oesophagus,
ovary, stomach, liver, and skin (excluding melanoma)
increased signiﬁcantly in atomic bomb survivors in the
LSS, whereas risks of cancer of the pancreas, rectum,
uterus, prostate, and kidney parenchyma did not
(ﬁgure 2). ERR was higher in women than in men, but
EAR was similar in men and women since the background
rate of cancer was low in women compared with men.
Age at time of exposure modiﬁed radiation-induced
cancer risk in a site-speciﬁc manner: the risk was larger
in those exposed in childhood for cancers of the thyroid,
skin, breast, and brain, but tended to be lower for lung
cancer.28,29,30
Investigation of the joint eﬀect of smoking and radiation
on lung cancer risk showed that radiation-associated ERR
for moderate smokers was similar to that for heavy
smokers, and patterns were similar among diﬀerent
histological types.38,39 Results of studies of radiation eﬀects
on occurrence of multiple primary cancers showed that
the dose–response relations for risks of both ﬁrst and
second primary solid cancers and leukaemias were
similar; however, incidence rates were higher for second
solid cancers and leukaemias than for ﬁrst cancers.40
This ﬁnding suggests that radiation eﬀects on cancer
pathogenesis are similar in people who developed
multiple primary cancers and those who did not, although
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Figure 1: Dose–response relation of solid cancer mortality in the Life Span Study cohort, 1950–2003
Fitted linear, sex-averaged excess relative risk (ERR) dose–response relation. Points are non-parametric estimates
of the ERR in dose categories and bars are 95% CIs. Non-parametric estimates at low doses suggest uncertainty
in risk estimates that is not shown in the linear ﬁt and its 95% CI because the dose–response was mostly due to
the association at dose of 1 Gy or more. Reproduced from Ozasa and colleagues,28 by permission of Radiation
Research Society.
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Figure 2: Excess relative risk (ERR) per Gy for site-speciﬁc solid cancers in the Life Span Study cohort
Risk is standardised as exposure at age 30 years (sex-averaged) and diagnosed at age 70 years. Horizontal bars
show 90% CIs. Data from Preston and colleagues.29 CNS=central nervous system. N-M=non-melanoma.

predisposition to cancer development was generally
higher in people who developed multiple primary cancers
than those who did not.
Although
radiation-speciﬁc
pathways
of
carcinogenesis have not been identiﬁed, some molecular
mechanisms were frequently seen in cancers that
developed in survivors exposed to high doses of
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radiation. For example, rearrangements of RET/PTC
occurred in papillary thyroid cancer in atomic bomb
survivors exposed to high radiation doses more often
than in non-exposed people, although the comparison
was not adjusted for age at exposure.41 Some IL10 gene
haplotypes aﬀect dose dependence of diﬀuse-type
gastric cancer risk.42

Non-cancer diseases in the LSS
Risk of non-cancer somatic diseases has been assessed
based on mortality statistics, health examination
programmes, and information from mailed questionnaires.43–48 Owing to recorded associations between high
radiation exposure and development of non-cancer
diseases, radiation is thought to be an independent risk
factor for non-cancer diseases. Although the mortality
risk of heart diseases was characterised by a modest
linear increase with dose, risk varied between subtypes
of heart disease and between periods of observation.43
Risk of stroke slightly increased and was more
pronounced at high doses, and the dose–response curve
was concave when non-fatal cases were included.44,45 At
high doses, tissue damage to the circulatory system
directly is likely to have a major role in causation of
vascular disease (as after radiotherapy); however,
radiation might cause chronic kidney disorders, which
induce hypertension and thus might contribute to the
increased risk of these cardiovascular diseases.46,47
Whether a radiation-induced excess risk of circulatory
disease persists at low doses is the subject of much
debate and research. Mortality risk of non-cancer
respiratory diseases slightly increased, with a linear
dose–response relation in 1980–2005, but not before
1980.48 Pathogenesis of non-cancer diseases due to
low-level exposure to radiation has not been identiﬁed,
although some ﬁndings suggest that immunosenescence and enhanced inﬂammatory responses
occur in atomic bomb survivors. These responses
include attrition of T-cell functions, such as reduced
mitogen-dependent proliferation and interleukin-2
production, decreased T-helper-cell populations, and
increased blood inﬂammatory cytokine concentrations.49
A radiation dose-dependent increase in percentages of
CD25+CD127– regulatory T cells in the CD4 T-cell
population,50 and dose-dependent and age-dependent
increased
plasma
concentrations
of
reactive
oxygen species, interleukin 6, and C-reactive protein,
and increased erythrocyte sedimentation rate have been
reported in survivors.51

Individuals exposed in utero
Some individuals exposed in the womb to atomic bomb
radiation have disturbed brain development—so-called
atomic bomb microcephaly52—characterised by mental
retardation. Association with radiation exposure
becomes clear at a radiation dose of 0·5 Gy or higher,
and shows a dose–response with highest risk with
474

exposure during weeks 8–15 of gestation. This eﬀect is
thought to be deterministic because fetal brain cells are
especially susceptible to radiation damage during this
period. Exposure in utero to high doses caused disturbed
growth during childhood—ie, low stature.52,53 Mortality
and cancer incidence in this population have been
followed up, and an increased ERR of solid cancer
incidence was reported, similar to the risk of cancer in
people exposed during childhood.54

F1 cohort
The F1 cohort includes children of survivors conceived
after the bombings. Hereditary eﬀects of exposure to
atomic bomb radiation have been of public concern
since the atomic bombings, and various studies of
children of survivors have been done. Among the
outcomes studied were stillbirth, malformations,
neonatal death, sex ratio of newborns, chromosome
aberrations, protein electrophoresis, and DNA
polymorphism, but no abnormalities were associated
with parental exposure to radiation.55–59 Epidemiological
follow-up of survivors’ children showed no increased
risk of mortality or cancer associated with parental
radiation dose, although follow-up will continue for
many years owing to the young age of the cohort
(appendix).60,61 Based on a health examination
programme for the oﬀspring of survivors, prevalence
of multifactorial diseases—hypertension, hypercholesterolaemia, diabetes, angina, myocardial
infarction, or stroke—was not associated with paternal
or maternal atomic bomb radiation dose, or the sum of
their doses, in either male or female children.62

Nuclear power plant accidents
During the past 60 years, ﬁve major nuclear accidents
have taken place, which are discussed in paper 263 in this
Series. The worst accident in the history of the nuclear
industry occurred in 1986 when massive explosions
completely destroyed unit 4 of Chernobyl nuclear power
plant.

Chernobyl
The Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident released
huge quantities (approximately 5 200 000 TBq) of
radionuclides into the atmosphere. Of particular
importance for its eﬀects on human health was the
release of radioisotopes of iodine (mainly ¹³¹I) and
caesium (mainly ¹³⁷Cs and ¹³⁴Cs), since heavily
contaminated foods, especially milk, became a source of
internal exposure of organs and tissues.16 For people
living in heavily contaminated areas, the average
radiation dose to the thyroid gland due to ¹³¹I was
estimated to be 650 mGy in Ukraine and 560 mGy in
Belarus. Doses were assessed based on individual
radioactivity measurements taken within 2 months of
the accident, on environmental transport models, and
on interview data.64,65
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Immediately after the accident, about 600 workers
were involved in the emergency response. 134 developed
acute radiation syndrome, resulting in 28 deaths.63,66,67 In
subsequent recovery work, about 600 000 civil and
military personnel, known as liquidators, were employed
for diﬀerent periods of time and took part in building of
the sarcophagus over the destroyed reactor and in
decontamination work. Although many studies of late
eﬀects among recovery workers have been done, these
studies have been inconclusive owing to low statistical
power and uncertainties in dose reconstruction.
Therefore, the association between radiation exposure
and incidence of malignancies, such as leukaemia,
thyroid cancer and other solid cancers, and benign
disorders such as cardiovascular diseases, among
recovery workers is unclear at present.66,67
Results of epidemiological studies of the population
from heavily contaminated areas around Chernobyl
showed a pronounced increase in incidence of thyroid
cancer in people who had received high thyroid doses
(>1 Gy) as children, starting a few years after the
accident.66–68 ERR of thyroid cancer per Gy was estimated
at 1·91 in Ukraine and 2·15 in Belarus.64,65 The increase
in thyroid cancer was especially high in children aged
0–5 years at exposure, but no increase was reported in
adults. Interestingly, incidence of thyroid cancer in
children born after the accident was around background
levels, which suggests that the increase in thyroid cancer
near Chernobyl was mainly due to internal exposure to
radioactive iodine, which has a short half-life of 8 days.69
So far, many studies have been done to clarify the
molecular mechanisms of radiation-induced thyroid
cancer. Early childhood thyroid cancer cases in Chernobyl
showed a signiﬁcantly higher prevalence of RET gene
rearrangements, such as RET/PTC3, RET/PTC1, and, in
rare cases (3%), RET/PTC2 rearrangements.70,71 However,
accumulating in-vivo data suggest that the RET/PTC
rearrangements in childhood thyroid cancer after the
Chernobyl accident might not be the result of internal
exposure to radiation from radioactive iodine, but rather
radiation exposure might have a non-targeted role in
creation of a tissue microenvironment that eventually
selects thyroid follicular cells with spontaneous RET/PTC
rearrangement.70,71
Doses to tissues other than the thyroid from external
or internal exposures were low. According to retrospective reconstruction of external gamma radiation
exposure doses, the average cumulative dose was
estimated to be about 40 mSv in the most contaminated
districts around Chernobyl.72 Evidence for a radiationrelated increase of other health eﬀects, including
leukaemia and congenital malformations, has been
equivocal.68
However, adverse psychosocial eﬀects of changes in
living environment and the social and economic eﬀects
of the accident are readily apparent.17,73 Prevalence of
depression and PTSD is increased two decades after the
www.thelancet.com Vol 386 August 1, 2015

accident in emergency and recovery workers, and
general population studies report increased rates of poor
self-rated health, clinical and subclinical depression,
anxiety, and PTSD.17,73 Continued research is needed to
clarify mental health eﬀects of nuclear disasters.

Conclusions
Knowledge of eﬀects of radiation on human health
has been accumulated by epidemiological studies of
atomic bomb survivors, supplemented by studies of
occupational, medical, and environmental exposures,
and has formed the basis of the radiation protection
system of the ICRP, which has been used by governments worldwide for various regulatory frameworks.
However, the low statistical power of epidemiological
studies has meant that the risk of cancer for doses of
less than 100 mGy, or for moderate doses delivered
at low dose rates, cannot be inferred deﬁnitively.74
Additionally, various other issues relating to radiation
carcinogenesis are unresolved and can be addressed
only by an approach that combines radioepidemiology
and radiobiology.
Progress has been made in understanding the
sensitivity of the fetus to leukaemogenesis. Results of
the Oxford Survey of Childhood Cancers75 and other
case-control studies34 of antenatal radiography have
shown that low-dose exposure of the fetus increases
risk of childhood leukaemia, and that ERR per Gy is
similar to that of children younger than 10 years in the
LSS. By contrast, atomic bomb survivors exposed in
utero did not develop childhood leukaemia, although
the statistical power of the study was low.76 Interestingly,
lymphocytes from survivors exposed in utero did not
show excess stable chromosomal translocations, except
a small increase in chromosome aberrations at doses of
less than 100 mSv.77 Experimental exposure of mice to
doses of 1 Gy and 2 Gy in utero did not result in
lymphocytes with translocations.78 These data suggest a
mechanism to eliminate aberrant stem cells induced by
exposure to moderate and high doses of radiation in
utero, and in contrast to exposure of children, suggests
low sensitivity to radiation leukaemogenesis at
moderate and high does. Results of animal studies of
irradiation in utero have not shown radiation-induced
leukaemias;79 however, these experiments used
moderate and high doses and have not addressed
low-dose risks.
Technological advances have made a new approach
to epidemiology possible: molecular epidemiology
relates genomic variations among individuals to their
sensitivity to radiation carcinogenesis. Similar technological advances have enabled a high-throughput
approach to radiation biology in which biomarkers (eg,
DNA, RNA, protein, metabolites, or chromosomes)
associated with detrimental outcomes of radiation, such
as cancer, are identiﬁed.80 This powerful approach has
limitations. Most biomarkers are early indicators,
475
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responding to radiation minutes to several days after
irradiation, and are separated from the ﬁnal outcome,
such as cancer, by many years. After radiation exposure,
many steps of carcinogenesis occur before a normal cell
acquires the changes necessary for full malignancy.
Thus, a carcinogenic outcome cannot be predicted by
early biomarkers alone. However, high-throughput
radiation biology is an emerging specialty that provides
strong analytical power when combined with classical
hypothesis-driven radiation biology. This advance, when
combined with analytical epidemiology, is the only
realistic approach to elucidate mechanisms and assess
risks of radiation-induced cancer with improved
accuracy.81
Study of radiation eﬀects has previously focused on
natural science, and has tended to ignore psychosocial
aspects of radiation exposure. However, the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant accident provided evidence of
adverse psychological eﬀects among people who
experienced the trauma of the accident.82 In the case of
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident, the
dose to the public was estimated to be low and health
eﬀects are thought to be indiscernible.63,83 Nonetheless,
psychosocial problems in Fukushima have a devastating
eﬀect on peoples’ lives.84,85 In addition to the natural
science of radiation eﬀects, psychosocial studies should
be integrated into recovery planning after nuclear
accidents such as that at Fukushima.63,85
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